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Vertical Tile

Teal  

SCA44     

Vertical Tile

Mustard  

SCA45     

Vertical Tile

Grey  

SCA46     

Grafito Tile

Blush  

SCA52     

Grafito Tile

Sky  

SCA53     

Grafito Tile

Black  

SCA54     

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk  
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.

Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours shown may vary compared to 
the actual product. Please refer to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.

MORE PATTERNS & TILES OVERLEAF >

The Acrylic Collection 

 PATTERNS & TILES
 In vogue

 
Vertical tiles are perfect for smaller spaces, creating the 
illusion of higher walls and ceilings. Go big and bold for 
that more retro look, and choose any of our Grafito tiles. 
Use natural wood accessories to complement this look.

Decor: Grafito Tile Blush
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Decor: Square Parquet Bronze

Square Parquet

Bronze

SCA47     

Square Parquet

Marshmallow

SCA48     

Square Parquet

White

SCA49     

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk  
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.

Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the colours 
shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer to our full 
disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.

MORE PATTERNS & TILES OVERLEAF >

The Acrylic Collection 

 PATTERNS & TILES
Traditional with a contemporary twist

 
This simple and adaptable square tile shape is perfect for making an 
impact in any size bathroom. Easy to accessorise, keep the rest of 
the bathroom simple with clean lines.
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Victorian Blue

SCA06     

Victorian Turquoise

SCA08     

Moroccan

 SCA05     

Diamond

SCA09     

Herringbone

SCA11     

Navy Herringbone

SCA16    

The Acrylic Collection 

 PATTERNS & TILES
 Beautiful tiled walls, without the hassle

 
If you love the look of tiles but want to avoid the demanding 
maintenance or high cost of installation, this collection is for you.  
With both square and delicately shaped tiles, this varied collection  
is a beautiful alternative.

Order your sample online at www.showerwall.co.uk 
or email samples@showerwall.co.uk.

Due to variations in the photographic and printing processes the 
colours shown may vary compared to the actual product. Please refer 
to our full disclaimer on page 46 for further information and advice.

Decor: Navy Herringbone


